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Too early in the process for a definitive answer.

die.
Labyrinth of our mind keeps us from realizing the eternal.
Great potential but no specifics.
D-Cell component seems to have suspended aging over time.
I-Cell actually is stronger.

External application through other products or just in drops?

Some will use leftovers from RNA Drops externally.

D-Cell was used for the last 40 years. I-Cell is dramatic
improvement and more stable.
I-Cell pending patent online.

We lost that ability until now.
Couldn't store manna. Had to have faith it would appear next
day.

Electricity came forward to speak. See archives.
Mash in 70 plus generation.
What alchemy was trying to recover is the I-Cell.

Michael Brown Essay on RNA Drops.
16:35

Yes, heat would not denature it.
Can you put in blended soups?
Yes, but why would you want to?
Trying to nurse it instead of taking it one dose.

Drinking water and drink it through the day.
Heat doesn't bother it.
RNA Drops we want that to be taken alone.

signature under your tongue.
10-15 minutes around RNA Drops without food/drink.
At least take 1 drop of RNA Drops.

23:07 100-200 drops per day vs. less is more
I like the taste of it and I take a tbsp full  twice a day.
Further along the way in ascension, less is more.
I can go with one drop a day.
I like the taste, so I take as much as I want. It's a contradiction.

It smooths things out.
Different kinds of response.

Extrapolate what iON says about perfect cells not needing to

Sulfur amino acids in ReAline have to do with longevity.

ReNew for external application.

We use ReMag in sprays, absorbed through the skin.

Biblically create I-Cell in manna from heaven.

iON are the structure of heaven, the Guf.

Alchemy tapes at howionic.com.

Can ReMag be used in hot teas or liquids?

Thinking of ways to take the ReMag in more slowly.

iON talked about taking the Drops on their own, energy

RNA has vibrational implication - RNA Drops Explained by iON.

ReAline does help support the RNA Drops.



No glasses. Doing exercises? How did no glasses happen?
Noticed on beach that I don't need glasses.

30:30 Addressing symptoms I've had for decades.
Detoxing about the 5th day. This comes and goes.
Is detox common?
Only had to speak with 3 people on RNA Drops had conversations
with me about fears about Drops, in 3 years.
Very sensitive with a specific health issue.
Body's priority to focus on that situation.
Possible healing reaction.
RNA Drops has to resonate with you.
Healing crises are very short lived.

and detoxify cells.
We tell sensitive people to start with a low dose.
Noticed spiritual benefits with RNA Drops right away.
Detached from labyrinth of the mind.

Tremendous benefit from taking the two products together.
Gaining faculties and ways of perception buried for decades.
Look 10 years younger in the mirror.
Return of states of being that seemed long lost.
RNA Drops community is amazing.
Ready to take life on full force, straight ahead.
UFO caller.
Doing inner work.

Making contact with higher self; that's the real contact.
You found what would help you complete you.

49:00 Small Intestine Purge
Story from Colon Therapist
Don't worry about detoxification

50:17 Hope or Help with people with Cancer.
Cell-8 patent pending.
Couple of practitioners using RNA Drops.

Free mini bottle offer to experience for yourself.
2012rnaradio.com has videos.

Re: sensitivity, could it trigger panic attack?
Testimony was that first time person who was sensitive took
drops and had one panic attack. Never had one again.

Moves you through quickly.

Then, start taking RNA drops, one drop per week.
You don't have to have these reactions.

ReMag alone is absorbed at cellular level, open things up a bit,

Took ReMag for physical symptoms.

Genetically connected to interdimensional beings.
Increase in telepathy; decalcified the pineal gland, IMO.

iON says perfect calls bump out cancer cells.

howionic.com for iON.

iON says it intensifies where you are at.

For panic attacks, get on ReMag and ReAline first.



Low in calcium - take magnesium. Know from hair and blood

If you supplement calcium, use angstrom calcium.
1:00:20 Long time drug addiction

Drops.
Related to Chromosome 14.

Relaxing and allowing would mediate that process.
That is the name of the Drops.
Entirely possible to mediate any situation.

nutrients it's lacking.
Body is craving for something that's missing is the basis of
addiction.
Gone to nutritionist about level of magnesium.

Should they switch or talk to you.
Magnesium RBC Blood test. 
Take all kinds of magnesium if you are really low.

Recreational drug users on RNA Drops, they don't use as much
recreational drugs. The natural bliss.
RNA relaxes your mind; completes you.
Mind chatter seems to compel people to go into addiction.

analysis. Look at Vit D and look at dietary intake of calcium.

howionic.com called Chromosome 14.
How iON's channel stopped smoking in 2 weeks after RNA

Rings and arms creates and decreates RNA/DNA.

I'd use ReMag as well to detoxify cells and open cells to

If that's already occurring, could the ReMag be an augmentation.

Magnesium Advocacy on Facebook - constant feedback.
ReMag is a good addition.
If you only take one magnesium, it should be ReMag because
it's 100% absorbable at the cellular level.
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